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Introduction 

Donald Trump’s presidency might 

be coming to a close, but the forces that 

elected him and continue to trumpet 

Trumpism are still very much influential. 

To counter Trump’s appeal, we have to 

start by understanding it.  

With that goal in mind, it helps to 

divide Trump’s base into categories of 

concerns. This paper looks at the 

religious piece of the puzzle—the now 

infamous 81% of white evangelicals who 

helped elect him and were the focus of 

many of his policies and much of his 

pandering. This paper also examines the 

relationship between these evangelicals 

and Muslims as religious minorities. 

President Trump, after all, made 

Muslims one of the primary targets of his 

vitriol, and evangelicals reflected that 

same hostile attitude. While there are 

many drivers of this antagonism, this 

paper analyzes the impact of political 

tribalism—informed by group dynamics 

and social psychology—on how 

evangelicals perceive and react to 

Muslims. 

 

Group Identity and Intergroup Bias 

I once asked a roundtable of 

people who work on religious 

engagement programs and religious 

freedom advocacy whether political 

tribalism drives anti-Muslim hostility 

among white evangelicals. One person 

responded, “Definitely. Everything is 

tribal nowadays. Muslims are part of a 

different religious tribe and inasmuch as 

they align with progressives, a different 

political tribe also.” Another stated, 

“Yes. [Conservative white evangelicals] 

believe Democrats are trying to 

encourage Muslim immigration because 

it will help them de-Christianize 

America.”  

  To understand this dynamic, it is 
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helpful to have a basic understanding of 

group identity. Much of what we know 

about group dynamics is based on a 

series of experiments conducted by 

social psychologist Henri Tajfel in the 

1970s. In one study, he took sixty-four 

boys from the same school; the boys all 

knew each other and already had a sense 

of community among them. First, the 

researchers told the boys they wanted to 

test visual judgment. The boys were 

shown clusters of dots and had to 

estimate how many dots they saw. After 

the researchers tallied (or pretended to 

tally) the results, the researchers 

informed the boys that they were 

dividing them into groups: one included 

boys who had guessed a high number of 

dots on the visual judgment test and 

another consisted of those who had 

guessed low. In reality, the researchers 

divided the boys randomly; their 

purpose was only to test what happened 

next. 

The researchers then gave the two 

groups some money and asked them to 

distribute it to other boys in the study. 

The boys couldn’t keep any money for 

themselves; they had to give it to the 

others, but they chose how they would 

allocate the money and they knew if it 

went to members of their own group or 

the out-group. What Tajfel learned from 

the study shocked him about the power 

of group identity. Most of the boys in 

each group gave money to their own 

group members instead of to the out-

group. The boys had been divided on the 

basis of completely meaningless criteria, 

but they still chose their own group over 

the other one. There was no substantive 

benefit to choosing their own group, but 

they still did it because of the powerful 

pull of group identity. 

In a second study, Tajfel changed 

the setup so that when the boys were 

allocating money, they had to choose 

between maximizing their own amount 
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of money and maximizing how much 

more their group got compared to the 

out-group. The boys chose the latter. The 

boys were okay with giving their own 

group less so long as they had 

significantly more money than the out-

group. 

As a series of subsequent 

experiments by Tajfel and others 

confirmed, people exhibit discriminatory 

intergroup behavior in a way that created 

the biggest gap between their group and 

the out-group: “Far from the money 

being the prime motivator, ‘it is the 

winning that seems more important to 

them.’”  

 

Intergroup Bias and US 

Partisanship 

Our allegiance to our political 

tribes is no different than the usual 

dynamic of group loyalty and intergroup 

bias. Elections are pure team rivalry. 

What is worse, however, is that in our 

present political climate, these group 

rivalries pose ever more serious 

implications because of what Lilliana 

Mason in Uncivil Agreement: How 

Politics Became Our Identity (2018) calls 

the emergence of “mega-identities”: “A 

single vote can now indicate a person’s 

partisan preference as well as his or her 

religion, race, ethnicity, gender, 

neighborhood, and favorite grocery 

store. This is no longer a single social 

identity. Partisanship can now be 

thought of as a mega-identity, with all the 

psychological and behavioral 

magnifications that implies.”  

It is the difference between 

sorting and polarizing. The first is issue-

based polarization—we cluster together 

based on our policy opinions. The second 

is identity-based polarization—we cluster 

together based on political identities. 

“[O]ur political identities are polarizing 

our other identities, too,” and issue 
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conflicts are just one of many expressions 

of that hostility.  

In this ever-widening circle, 

almost nothing is apolitical anymore. 

Consider a 2004 ad by the Club for 

Growth, a conservative group that 

advocates for lower taxes and 

deregulation, against then-presidential 

candidate Howard Dean. The ad features 

someone asking an older white couple 

what they think of Dean’s plan, and the 

man responds: “‘I think Howard Dean 

should take his tax-hiking, government-

expanding, latte-drinking, sushi-eating, 

Volvo-driving, New York Times-

reading—.’ His wife cuts in, ‘Body-

piercing, Hollywood-loving, left-wing 

freak show back to Vermont, where it 

belongs.’” Each of these traits reinforces 

a particular mega-identity, and when you 

activate one, you activate them all. 

Something like this appears to be 

at work when it comes to Muslims and 

liberals. Eboo Patel begins to get at this 

in Out of Many Faiths: Religious 

Diversity and the American Promise 

(2018), where he notes that Muslims are 

given platforms by outlets like The New 

York Times, NPR, CNN, The New 

Yorker—outlets that are  

associated with urban, 

multicultural, progressive Whole 

Foods America; not so much 

white, rural, conservative Cracker 

Barrel America. One gets the 

sense that if Trump’s America 

insists on casting Muslims as 

villains … then Barack Obama’s 

America will respond by 

promoting Muslims whom they 

consider heroes … Muslims, in 

other words, have become a totem 

in the current chapter of the 

American culture wars, a symbol 

that signals, above all, a tribal 

belonging 

(Trump/red/rural/evangelical/Cr
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acker Barrel versus 

Obama/blue/urban/secular/Who

le Foods), with each tribe doing its 

best to foist on the category 

“Muslim” its preferred set of 

characteristics.i 

In other words, Muslims—and especially 

liberal advocacy on behalf of Muslims—

are traits of the liberal mega-identity and 

opposition to Muslims is a trait of the 

conservative mega-identity. What 

happens when American Muslims get 

lumped into a liberal mega-identity (that 

is, furthermore, defined by conservatives 

as anti-Christian and anti-America)? 

Muslims take on those traits, too.  

The psychological implications 

are very dangerous, Mason says. When 

our racial, religious, and other identities 

are wrapped up with our political party, 

the impact on us psychologically is a lot 

worse if our party loses an election or 

some other partisan battle.ii It is akin to 

our losing the competition between racial 

and religious groups, too. It makes us feel 

threatened and we lash out against the 

out-group. 

This is particularly the case now as 

many white Christian conservatives are 

feeling under siege. In-group favoritism 

does not always result in out-group bias 

but, in the religious context, tribalism 

has resulted in out-group hostility—and 

Muslims are one of the primary targets of 

this hostility.  

 

Perceptions of Threat: The End of 

White Christian America 

Perceptions of threat partly 

explain this phenomenon. Oxford 

political scientists Miles Hewstone, Mark 

Rubin, and Hazel Willis write, “The 

constraints normally in place, which 

limit intergroup bias to in-group 

favoritism, are lifted when out-groups 

are associated with stronger emotions.” 

Stronger emotions include feelings like 
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the out-group is moving against you: “an 

out-group seen as threatening may elicit 

fear and hostile actions.” Whereas “high 

status” groups (those that are a 

numerical majority and have power) 

don’t feel threatened by minorities when 

the status gap is very wide, they are more 

likely to feel vulnerable when the status 

gap is closing.  

There are multiple demographic 

trends contributing to white evangelicals’ 

perception of threat. For instance, and 

for the first time in US history, white 

racial dominance is on the decline. In 

1965, white Americans constituted 84 

percent of the US population. Since then, 

there has been an influx of immigrants, 

with nearly 59 million arriving in the last 

fifty years alone. Between 1965 and 2015, 

the American Asian population went 

from 1.3 million to 18 million, and the 

Hispanic population went from 8 million 

to almost 57 million. America’s 

complexion is “browning” and in several 

states—including America’s most 

populous ones, Texas and California—

whites are already a minority. National 

Public Radio reported in 2016 that non-

white babies now outnumber non-

Hispanic white babies.iii The majority of 

Americans under the age of 16 are non-

white (and have been since the middle of 

2020).iv Pew says whites generally will be 

a minority by 2055;v the US Census says 

it will happen even sooner, in 2044.vi  

Second, and also for the first time 

in US history, white Protestant 

Christians are a minority in America. A 

2017 PRRI study found that white 

Protestant Christians constitute only 

43% of the US population. Robert Jones, 

the founder of PRRI, calls it the “end of 

White Christian America.”vii To 

understand the gravity of the shift, 

consider that in 1976, eight in 10 

Americans were white Christians, and 

55% of Americans were white 

Protestants. In 1996, white Christians 
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still made up two-thirds of the 

population. Today, they do not even 

constitute a majority. Among these white 

Protestants, white evangelicals have also 

seen a precipitous drop. In the 1990s, 

white evangelicals constituted 27% of the 

US population; today it is somewhere 

between 17% and 13%.viii  

Third, the demise of white 

Protestant America has brought with it 

an end to “the cultural and institutional 

world built primarily by white 

Protestants that dominated American 

culture until the last decade.” Not only is 

Christianity declining, but so is religion 

overall. More and more Americans are 

religiously unaffiliated (the so-called 

“nones”), and in 2019 the percentage of 

nones became roughly the same as the 

percentage of evangelicals or 

Catholics.ix (By 2016, the nones already 

constituted the nation’s largest religious 

voting bloc.)x The massive shift signaled 

growing discontent with organized 

religion generally. Altogether, Jones 

says, this has precipitated an “internal 

identity crisis” that has generated 

tremendous anger, insecurity, and 

anxiety. Unfortunately, that anger has 

been directed outwards toward a number 

of minority groups—Muslims included. 

 

Impact on Religious Minorities: 

Dismissiveness about Anti-Muslim 

Discrimination 

There are several theories 

regarding why threat leads to bias. One is 

Tajfel’s social identity theory. When a 

high-status group protects its members, 

the members feel greater self-esteem. 

When that status is challenged, members 

feel depressed and lash out at the 

threatening out-group. There are studies 

on two closely-related social-

psychological traits that posit something 

similar.  

 

Social Dominance Orientation  
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The first trait is social dominance 

orientation (SDO), or a desire to want 

one’s group to dominate the out-group. 

Feelings of vulnerability make this 

tendency worse. Scholars have tested the 

connection between SDO and support for 

Trump. Professors Rogers M. Smith and 

Desmond King write that a “wide variety 

of studies, including experimental 

research, public opinion surveys, 

analyses of voting statistics, and panel 

studies show that [Trump’s] victim 

narrative connected powerfully with 

those with strong attachments to 

traditionally dominant identities.”xi 

Political scientist Diana C. Mutz found 

these trends even among people who in 

past elections might not have voted for 

Trump. People who felt their status was 

threatened experienced an increase in 

SDO—that is, a desire to dominate the 

out-group—which in turn led them to 

“defect to Trump.”xii  

Mutz tested this specifically with 

respect to attitudes toward Muslims. 

Respondents were asked to what extent 

Muslims and Christians (among others) 

were discriminated against in America. 

She found that people who voted for 

Trump perceived Christians as 

experiencing greater discrimination than 

Muslims. Other studies, while not 

connecting it to SDO specifically, have 

also documented the partisan divide 

when it comes to attitudes about anti-

Muslim discrimination. In 2020, the 

University of Chicago Divinity School 

and the Associated Press-NORC Center 

for Public Affairs Research (AP-NORC) 

found that while half of Americans 

believe that American Muslims’ religious 

freedom is threatened at least somewhat, 

only about 3 in 10 white evangelicals said 

the same.xiii In 2019, Pew found that 

Democrats and those who lean 

Democratic “are more likely than 

Republicans and Republican leaners to 
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say Muslims face at least some 

discrimination in the U.S. (92% vs. 69%) 

… At the same time, Republicans are 

much more likely than Democrats to say 

evangelicals face discrimination (70% vs. 

32%).”xiv  

  In 2017, the Rasmussen Report 

found that “[f]ifty-six percent (56%) of 

Democrats … believe most Muslims in 

this country are mistreated, a view 

shared by only 22% of Republicans.”xv 

That same year, PRRI found that 

Democrats were four times as likely to 

believe that Muslims faced greater 

discrimination than Christians. 

Republicans thought the two groups 

suffered roughly equally, but among 

white evangelicals specifically, PRRI 

found that 57 percent said that anti-

Christian discrimination is widespread in 

the US while only 44 percent said the 

same thing about anti-Muslim 

discrimination.xvi  

Similar to Mutz’s findings, there 

appeared to be a correlation between the 

political climate and perceptions of 

status threat. Polls from several years or 

even a year before the 2016 presidential 

election found that fewer white 

evangelicals thought they faced more 

discrimination than Muslims. A 2013 

PRRI survey found that 59 percent of 

white evangelicals thought Muslims 

faced more discrimination than 

evangelicals did; 56 percent responded 

that way to an October 2016 poll. By 

February 2017, that number had dropped 

12 percentage points.xvii 

 

 

Authoritarianism 

Scholars have separately studied a 

second social-psychological trait called 

“authoritarianism,” which refers to a 

personality type that sees the world as 

black-and-white and society as fragile, 

seeking to impose hierarchy, order, and 
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uniformity. In a study published in 2011, 

Marc Hetherington and Elizabeth Suhay 

tested the connection between 

authoritarianism and perceptions of 

threat from terrorism and found that 

people who score high on 

authoritarianism do not “become more 

hawkish or less supportive of civil 

liberties in response to a perceived threat 

of terrorism”; they hold these positions 

even in the absence of threat. However, 

people “who are less authoritarian adopt 

more restrictive and aggressive policy 

stands when they perceive a threat from 

terrorism. In other words, many average 

Americans become susceptible to 

‘authoritarian thinking’ when they 

perceive a grave threat to their safety.”xviii 

A similar tendency comes into 

play when Christians feel threatened 

about their status in the US—they begin 

to acquiesce to the views of Christian 

nationalists (those who seek to define 

America as a Christian nation and 

exclude minorities like Muslims from the 

national fabric). Political scientist 

Andrew Lewis explained it to me this 

way: “Those who are constantly 

inundated with perspectives that 

Christianity is threatened (even if they 

are not necessarily hostile to other 

religious faiths) are more likely to 

accommodate Christian nationalist views 

on their own side. Trying to push back 

against nationalism from your team and 

religious discrimination on the other 

team is a difficult path to follow.”xix That 

is, it is difficult for many non-nationalists 

to both resist liberals’ attacks on their 

Christian practices and also resist 

Christian nationalists’ push to privilege 

Christianity. So, they accommodate the 

rhetoric and tactics of the Christian 

nationalists, even if they are more open 

to diverse faiths. 

Importantly, Lewis says, “All of 

this is wrapped up in partisanship, as 

partisan leaders prime these responses—
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both out-group intolerance and in-group 

protection. In some eras, partisans have 

played homage to protecting Christians 

from losing ground to secularism or 

liberals. But now partisans on the Right 

are increasingly emphasizing both 

secularism and liberalism, as well as 

Islam and other foreign religions.” This 

explains Mutz’s findings, too—Trump’s 

deft use of the victim narrative helped 

attract voters who were experiencing 

status threat. On the campaign trail, he 

told them in the clearest terms, “We will 

have so much winning if I get elected, 

that you may get bored with winning.”xx 

In a nutshell, then, authoritarianism and 

SDO are triggered by a perceived threat 

and people respond by protecting the in-

group and excluding the threatening 

outsider. Lewis calls it “activated 

vulnerability.”  

 

Impact on Religious Minorities: 

Opposition to Muslims’ Rights 

The conflation of the threatening 

Left with Muslims extends beyond just 

rhetorical posturing. The political divides 

are exacerbated regularly by professional 

fearmongers who develop far-fetched 

conspiracy theories and the influential 

figures in media and politics who 

disseminate the theories. Altogether, 

these efforts result in significant legal 

challenges to Muslims’ religious rights, 

from building mosques to anti-bullying 

programs in public schools. 

Many of the conspiracy theories 

originate at the Center for Security Policy 

(CSP). CSP-funded author Jim Simpson 

authored two books on the subject: The 

Red-Green Axis: Refugees, Immigration 

and the Agenda to Erase America (2015) 

and The Red-Green Axis 2.0: An 

Existential Threat to America and the 

World (2019). The “Red” points to the 

red in the communist hammer and sickle 

emblem, and implicitly connects the 

political Left, communism, and 
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socialism. The “Green” points to the 

green often found in the national flags of 

majority-Muslim countries; green 

symbolizes Islam. According to Simpson, 

this axis of Islam and liberalism 

endeavors to re-create America and 

fundamentally alter its culture—a 

process he calls “civilization jihad.”  

CSP-funded writer Matthew 

Vadum discusses a similar theme in 

Team Jihad: How Sharia-Supremacists 

Collaborate with Leftists to Destroy the 

United States (2017). Meanwhile, David 

Horowitz, well-known for his anti-

Muslim advocacy, wrote Unholy 

Alliance: Radical Islam and the 

American Left back in 2006. In addition, 

Andrew McCarthy, a former Assistant US 

attorney and a columnist for the 

National Review, proposes a similar 

theory in The Grand Jihad: How Islam 

and the Left Sabotage America (2010). 

In all cases, the idea is that the 

political Left in the US is working with 

Muslims to destroy America’s Christian 

character. The fearmongers reason from 

this that any attempt by liberals to 

expand protections or rights for Muslims 

must be resisted as part of a broader 

effort to preserve the US as a Christian 

nation. Among other things, this impulse 

has resulted in a nationwide resistance 

movement to mosque-building. Guided 

by CSP’s handbook, “Mosques in 

America: A Guide to Accountable Permit 

Hearings and Continuing Citizen 

Oversight,”xxi Americans have learned to 

“express questions and reservations in a 

manner appropriate to the relevant civic 

forum’s purpose” and avoid “expressing 

alarm as hysteria” as that could be “used 

to characterize the entire oversight effort 

as racially biased and ignorant.” The 

efforts have borne many successes; 

today, mosque construction is almost 

always challenged and often delayed by 

years due to these protests.  
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In the public school context, 

Christian advocacy groups like the 

Freedom of Conscience Defense Fund 

(FCDF) and American Center for Law 

and Justice (ACLJ) regularly challenge 

accommodations for Muslim students in 

public schools. FCDF has successfully 

contested a Washington state school 

district that sought to provide a 

welcoming environment for Muslim 

students fasting during Ramadan. FCDF 

is also currently planning to oppose an 

anti-bullying program in Minneapolis 

which was created in response to 

complaints about faith-based bullying 

filed by the city’s large Somali-Muslim 

population.xxii Furthermore, it is 

investigating a program in Seattle public 

schools that seeks to better inform 

students about Islam and its holidays as 

well as create a safer and more accepting 

atmosphere for Muslim students.xxiii  

Meanwhile, with ACLJ’s help, 

parents and students have protested 

against school lessons on Islam, which is 

taught in cultural and historical terms 

alongside other religions in various social 

studies courses. In a Georgia case, 

parents balked at a worksheet that tested 

students on various Muslim beliefs. They 

objected in particular to the fill-in-the-

blank sentence: “Allah is the [blank] 

worshipped by Jews & Christians,” the 

correct answer being “same God.”xxiv In 

Maryland, a student challenged another 

fill-in-the-blank sentence about the 

Islamic creed. Students had to answer 

that, according to Islam, “There is no god 

but  Allah  and Muhammad is the  

messenger  of Allah.” After the 

complaining student lost her case in the 

appellate court, she took it to the US 

Supreme Court, which turned it down in 

October 2019.xxv In New Jersey, the same 

fill-in-the-blank sentence, given as 

homework after students watched a brief 

cartoon video on the five pillars of Islam, 

ignited complaints that landed the 
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parents on Fox’s “Tucker Carlson 

Tonight.” The discussion there alleged 

that the school district “was suppressing 

discussion about Christianity while 

proselytizing Islam.”xxvi In other cases, 

oppositions like this have resulted in 

everything from textbooks being 

rewritten to schools being placed in 

emergency lockdowns due to threats. 

 

Conclusion 

America is increasingly becoming 

consumed with political tribalism. Our 

political identities have morphed well 

beyond issue positions to include racial, 

religious, and other traits, such that an 

electoral loss for our team exerts 

tremendous psychological pressure on 

us. This polarization, coupled with 

perceptions of threat that heighten 

social-psychological tendencies toward 

social dominance and authoritarianism, 

results in concrete harm to religious (and 

other) minorities. That is, tribalism sets 

up the dynamic that transforms 

members of the out-group from fellow 

humans who are entitled to human rights 

to members of an out-group who must be 

defeated at all cost, lest our own team 

“loses.”  

This phenomenon is evident in the 

treatment of Muslims’ rights in the US. 

Not only is anti-Muslim discrimination 

minimized by this focus on Christians’ 

own sense of victimhood, it also 

manifests in active social, political, and 

legal challenges to Muslims’ religious 

rights.  
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